The finest way to play golf!

Electric • Motorized
moto-caddy

Golfers want, golf courses approve, and greenskeepers accept, this wonderful new MOTO-CADDY.

You touch the control handle and immediately the electric powered MOTO-CADDY becomes sensitive to your every command. It seems to almost anticipate your moves. It’s with you whether you loaf along or play at a brisk pace. Takes the steepest hill as easily as flat terrain, yet, when you lighten the touch of your hand on the handle, MOTO-CADDY’s speed diminishes to match your reduced pace, or when your hand is removed from the handle, it holds until your next command.

MOTO-CADDY does no damage to turf... the hermetically sealed motor is free of maintenance... will last for 18 holes or more.

Today... Write for detailed information.

BORST ENGINEERING COMPANY
52 LeBaron Street • Waukegan, Illinois

Check These Unusual MOTO-CADDY Features!

Finger Touch Control — Press down handle and MOTO-CADDY starts... more pressure, more speed. Low center of gravity — will not tip.

The All-Weather Caddy Cart — Sturdily constructed of strong, lightweight tubular aluminum.

No Turf Damage — The light weight of MOTO-CADDY is distributed to four smooth semi-pneumatic tires. Rolls smoothly without abrupt starts and stops.

Low Cost Operation — Hermetically sealed motor requires no maintenance. Power unit easily lifted out and replaced.

*U. S. Patent 2962106

Exclusive protected territories for franchised dealers available. High return from small initial investment. Write or phone for details.
New Denver Club Has Manual for Guidance of Employees

The new Pinehurst CC in Denver (see Golfdom, April, p. 32), which was put into operation last summer, but wasn’t officially opened until mid-March of this year, has published an Employee’s Manual for the guidance of the 100 or more persons who work at the club.

In the manual’s foreword there are general remarks as to the policies, customs and operational methods of the new club, and the remainder of the book is devoted to an explanation of the benefits that come with working for the club along with a discussion of deportment in serving members.

Deductions, such as for federal and state income taxes and social security, are explained in some detail. So are group life and disability insurance that automatically covers the employee and hospitalization and medical insurance that is optional. Sick leave, vacation pay, workmen’s compensation, Pinehurst’s free meal policy and its policy on tipping also are described. In the case of meals, for example, employees receive at least one free meal a day and where split shifts are involved, two. Employees aren’t permitted to receive tips but the 2,000 or more members will be asked to contribute to a bonus fund that will be distributed at Christmas.

Under the members’ relation section, the Manual lists some rules and suggestions for addressing members, and for conduct toward them. Several paragraphs are devoted to the proper method of answering a telephone. What is expected of the employee in way of appearance and punctuality and rules covering drinking and smoking on the job also are explained.

Other subjects covered in the Pinehurst guide are: Conduct in Emergencies such as fire or illness or accident; Lost and Found; Counseling for Personnel; and the Suggestion System in which awards may be earned for ideas that improve operations.

36th USGA Public Links

The 36th Amateur Public Link Championship, sponsored by the USGA, will be held July 10-15 at Rackham GC, Royal Oak, Mich. Bona fide public course players are eligible to enter any of the 45 qualifying sectional tournaments that will be played June 18-25 over 36 holes. Entries must be received by the USGA, 40 E. 38th st., New York 16, by 5 p. m., June 1. The fee is $5. Verne Callison, Sacramento, and Ty Caplin, East Lansing, Mich., 1960 champion and runner-up, are exempt from qualifying.
PUT MORE
DRIVE
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WITH

TROJAN
MILEAGE MASTER
GOLF CART BATTERIES
TROJAN BATTERY CO., 724 E. 61st ST., LOS ANGELES 1, CALIF.
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Designed To Be The
Most Profitable Irons In Your Shop

Tourney, Tommy Armour and Louise Suggs Models

Your best profit items are those with the most rapid turnover . . . the ones that sell the fastest. Everything about the new MacGregor Irons makes them fast sellers.

Golfers are immediately attracted by the beauty of MacGregor Pro-Sold-Only Irons. But it takes more than eye-appeal to sell clubs.

A new L.D.M.P. blade design makes these irons perfect for today’s courses and style of play. They have Less Drag for Modern Playability. Club head whips through even lush fairway grasses quickly, easily.

“Recessed Weight,” MacGregor’s patented back design, concentrates weight directly behind the hitting area for better control, more power. The Flame Ceramic face, the most durable in golf, keeps its “touch” year after year. Shafts are MacGregor’s Pro-Pel Action and are available in four exclusive flexes which let you fit these clubs to any golfer’s weight, power and swing perfectly.

All of these features add up to better golf. They also mean more sales for you.
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MacGregor

THE GREATEST NAME IN GOLF

The MacGregor Co., Cincinnati 32, Ohio

DIVISION OF BRUNSWICK WORLD LEADER IN RECREATION
"CAP-GARD REMINDER"

New Profit Item for Pro Shops

For every golf club in the bag of every golfer.
Attractive green and white display carton contains 12 cards (5 black plastic caps to the card) and sells them for you!

PREVENTS UNRAVELING — PROTECTS OR REPLACES GRIP-END INSERT CAPS
GUARANTEED TO STAY ON GOLF CLUB WITHOUT GLUE OR TOOLS. EASILY INSTALLED
Improves the looks of any golf club.
Within one week of introduction, thousands being sold for every club in a golfer's bag.
Ready for immediate shipment by the carton or pack of 6 cartons.
Suggested retail price — $1.25 per card. Write for special discount to pro shops.

PLASTI-GARD COMPANY
A Division of WATCO
3915 Tharp Street • Houston 3, Texas

BOOK REVIEWS

A basic difference of opinion on the best way to master golfing skills is brought out in a pair of new books by top pros Arnold Palmer and Dow Finsterwald published by The Ronald Press Company, 15 E. 26th St., New York 10.

Arnold Palmer's Golf Book carries the subtitle, "Hit It Hard!" . . . the three-word motto that has paid off handsomely for Palmer in the power-packed drives for which he is famous. Most players lose strokes because they are afraid to really sock the ball, Palmer believes. They sacrifice distance without necessarily improving accuracy. Coupling step-by-step explanations with dozens of stop-action photos, Arnold demonstrates the successful system that has made him the all-time, single-season money winner.

Stories and anecdotes from Palmer's career as amateur and pro enliven his instructions on building tempo into a swing, and developing a basic grip, stance, and swing that can be adapted to any playing situation. Illustrated are important points to keep in mind from tee to green, hints on keeping out of trouble, and suggestions for making the most of woods and irons. (The book's price is $5.00.)

Accuracy Contrasted with Power in Dow's Book

Contrasting with Palmer's power game is the more orthodox approach advocated by Dow Finsterwald in his "Fundamentals of Golf (5.00). With the help of Larry Robinson, golf editor of the N. Y. World Telegram & Sun, Finsterwald spotlights the methods that have earned him the reputation of being the most consistent player in tournament golf today. He stresses accuracy throughout a series of 10 lessons which have been designed to try to make the fundamentals stay with the reader. He starts his instructions with a No. 5 iron as the surest way to develop an automatic timing and hitting pattern. Once the irons are under control, driving and the woods are taken up. To perfect the all-important art of putting, he again emphasizes the sound grip, proper stance, and a uniform pattern of stroking.
REVOLUTIONARY ELECTRIC GOLF CAR

★ CARRIES 2 BAGS
★ CAST ALUMINUM FRAME
   (One Piece — No Welds to Break)
   Lifetime Guarantee
★ FIBERGLASS BODY
   (Stronger — Won’t Rust)
★ SPECIAL BATTERY
   (One 12-Volt 275-Amp Mine Car Battery)
★ MOTOR
   (1 hp, Engineered for Go-Far Car
   with Mine Car Battery)
★ PATENTED FRONT END SUSPENSION
   (Not Available on Any Other Car
   Gives Easy Floating Ride)
★ POSITIVE DRIVE SYSTEM
   (Belt to Chain)

★ RIDES 1 PERSON
   (Carries 2 Bags)
★ SPEED
   (Up to 15 MPH with Safety)
★ BUILT-IN CHARGER
   (Just Plug Into Outlet)
★ ECONOMICAL
   (Charge Up to 4 Cars on One 110 Volt Circuit)
★ WIDE TRACK WHEELS
   (For Safety)
★ BUCKET SEAT
   (For Comfort — Easy Maintenance)
★ ONE FOOT PEDAL CONTROL
   (Both Power and Brake)
★ WEIGHT
   (Only 350 Lbs. with Battery)
★ FACTORY WARRANTY

A FEW DEALERSHIPS STILL AVAILABLE

PRODUCT OF THE OBITZ-FARLEY CO., INC.

MAIN OFFICES: 11 So. 7th St., Stroudsburg, Pa. — FACTORY: 202 Shafer Ave., Phillipsburg, New Jersey
BALL PICKERS

Easy on Turf — single-caster, wheel-drawn bar design with heavy duty, 1000 lb. test 4-ply full pneumatic tire in precision caster assembly allows more maneuverability.

Easy on Balls — cushion-wedge "pick-up" between semi-pneumatic tires insures longer life of ball dimples.

Adjustable Height Ball Guides — may be raised or lowered for maximum pick-up efficiency.

BEST BETT MODEL 250C BALL WASHER

Washes 20,000 Balls Per Hour!

- No brushes to replace or rocker parts to cause noise or vibration.
- Heavy duty ball bearing construction.
- Fully automatic — and FAST!
- Requires only 12 gals. of water. No pumps; keeps water usage to minimum.
- Uses 110 volt outlet; no special electrical installation needed.
- Special no-clogging design — constant rinsing action eliminates harmful 'grinding' of dirt against balls.
- Drums are lined with 'live' molded rubber sheets designed to scrub and remove dirt from ball dimples.

Jr. Picker, 2-Section (7' overall width) ...............$325.00
Sr. Picker, 3-Section (10' 7" overall width) ..............$475.00
(F.O.B. Chicago, Ill.)

$535.00
(F.O.B. Peoria, Illinois)

WITTEK GOLF RANGE SUPPLY CO., Inc.
5128 W. North Av., Chicago 39, Ill.
Write for complete catalog

Twenty Turf Students Get Certificates at Penn State

Twenty students were presented certificates of graduation from the turfgrass management winter course of Pennsylvania State University late in March. Dean Lyman E. Jackson, College of Agriculture, in presenting the certificates, urged the graduates to continue their education through close contact with colleges and universities, professional magazines, and by exchanging ideas with associates in the field.

Two Year Program

Graduation exercises mark successful completion of the two year program at Penn State. The program consists of intensive classroom and laboratory training, identification, establishment, and maintenance of the grasses used in the various climatic areas of the U.S. and Canada. This is supplemented by courses on soils and fertilizers, irrigation and drainage, machinery, and landscape materials and design. Six months placement for on-the-job training on courses throughout the U.S. is also part of the training program.

Twenty-four other students completed the first two terms of the winter course program and are currently doing their on-the-job training. They will return to the campus in Oct. to complete the program.

Applications are now being accepted for the 1961 term. Because of the maximum of 25 students to be accepted and the large number of applicants, preference will be given to those individuals with course maintenance experience. A leaflet
"A rare blend of style and fit

...the Sta-tite golf glove by Champion

So finely made
...such durable quality
...and a perfect fit
...you get all this

with the Sta-tite golf glove by Champion.

It includes the exclusive, patented lastik back

and is available

in flashing, stylish colors for

high fashion

on the golf course.

Order now to take care of big demand

Champion

GLOVE MANUFACTURING CO.
309-11 COURT AVE. DES MOINES, IOWA
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In Midwest and East:
RAINY SPRINKLER SALES
609 W. Lake Street,
Peoria, Illinois

In West:
NATIONAL RAIN BIRD SALES & ENGINEERING CORPORATION
P.O. Box 547,
Azusa, California

Turf Bird 808S...
assures uniform coverage of large fairway areas up to 222 ft. in diameter.

Turf Bird R-7075...
portable greens model pin-points coverage up to 152 ft. in diameter.

RAINY
presents...

TURF BIRD
a new concept* in fairway watering

* LIGHT... Rugged, aluminum alloy construction makes the new Turf Bird a "Lightweight"... with "Heavyweight" power.
* LOW... a new, lower angle of trajectory (21°) assures uniform coverage even under windy conditions.
* VERSATILE... the exclusive, "Hi-Lo" nozzle permits pin-point adjustment of area and amount of coverage to suit any application. The new Turf Bird line includes a variety of sprinkler heads especially adapted for use with quick-coupling valves for complete turf irrigation systems.

For complete details see your local Nelson-Rain Bird dealer...
or write direct to

John Madison (l), University of California horticulturist, receives a check for $250 from E. W. Van Gorder, pres. of Northern California GCSA, for turf research work at the University.

PITY THE POOR GRASS" Is Theme of California Meeting

The most widely grown crop in California, turf grass, gets rougher treatment than practically any other plant grown.

"We don't grow grass for its fruit or even its vegetation — we're always cutting that off and throwing it away," turf specialists were told during a Conference at the University of California in Davis in April. "Grass really is valued for one thing only — its appearance."

Lawrence Peterson, U. C. plant pathologist, pointed out that common disease problems of grasses often result from the unique demands on them. "With no crop rotation, with much of the leaves cut off regularly, with old crop residues piling up around the plants and, in many cases, with irregular watering and insufficient fertilization, it's no wonder there are diseases in turf," he said.

The most disease-resistant grasses, Victor Youngner of UCLA told the conference, are tall fescue, zoysia and improved Bermuda. These particular grasses also are rated high for heat and drought tolerance and traffic resistance, but have drawbacks such as coarse appearance or browning in winter.

Other speakers during the two-day conference included spokesmen for various U. C. departments; grounds specialists from institutions such as Chico State College, Stanford University and various golf...